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Activities 

As the 2018-19 academic and fiscal year comes to a close, the Pronoun, Gender, and Preferred Name 

Advisory Council (PGPNAC) finds itself reaching a one-year anniversary. Since its inception in June, 2018, our 

group has grown, both in scope and in membership, as it works more dynamically towards the primary 

objective of enhancing the digital identity experience for Syracuse University community members.   

Technical Developments 
Perhaps the most front-facing development is the change of council name, which stems from one of 

the points identified in the student engagement focus groups. It was brought to our attention that having 

“preferred” at the front of our name implied that the term applies to pronoun and gender as well as name, 

which is misleading and disrespectful to trans and gender non-conforming individuals. As a direct response 

to this feedback, the Council motioned to rename the group the Pronoun, Gender, and Preferred Name 

Advisory Council. Apropos of this change, the outreach contact for our group is now pgpnac@syr.edu.  

We also developed a PGPNAC Answers page to serve as a repository for public-facing information 

around the Council’s work. It requires a login but is open to all campus community members with an active 

NetID.  

List of Pronouns and Prefixes for Fall Campus Solutions 9.2 Rollout 
 MySlice/PeopleSoft is currently undergoing an upgrade to its Campus Solutions program 

(version 9.2) which will go live in Fall 2019. In collaboration with the engineers behind the update, 

and in an effort to allow for a more inclusive experience across campus systems, the PGPNAC has 

been working diligently to add personal pronouns and additional prefix values to the list of options 

students, staff, and faculty can choose from in building their digital profile in MySlice. We have 

consulted with a broad sample of campus community members to refine this list, and with the go-

ahead from our sponsorship, we have been approved to move forward in implementing the following lists 

with the Campus Solutions 9.2 update: 

 

Personal Pronouns Prefixes 

 She, her, hers, herself 
 He, him, his, himself 
 They, them, theirs, 

themselves 
 Ze, hir, hirs, hirself 
 No pronouns - Use my 

name 

 Blank 
 Dr 
 Hon 
 Imam 
 Miss 
 Mr 
 Mrs 
 Ms 
 Mx 
 Prof 
 Rabbi 
 Rev 
 Rev Dr 
 Sen 

  

 

mailto:pgpnac@syr.edu
https://answers.syr.edu/display/UCC/PGPNAC+-+Pronoun%2C+Gender%2C+and+Preferred+Name+Advisory+Council
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Education/Training and Communication Strategy 

 Spearheaded by Paula MacDonald (Human Resources) and Sid Bhattacharya (Department of 

Marketing and Communication), PGPNAC is in the process of developing a comprehensive and 

phase-oriented education, training, and communication strategy for building competency and 

culture around the use of preferred name and personal pronouns on campus. We are currently 

identifying salient members of the Council to form subcommittees for carrying out these phases. 

Please find the most current draft attached for a complete look at what this will entail.  

The Council is also collaborating with the Senate Committee for LGBTQA Justice and Advocacy to 

draft language for a university-wide syllabus statement on expressing and respecting personal 

pronouns both in and outside of the classroom.  

Next Steps 
We continue to evaluate gender self-selection and implementation across University 

systems, as well as to capture information about the downstream systems that that can take 

advantage of the new personal pronouns, prefixes, and preferred name based on need and 

function.  The rollout of identity options will impact University constituents, schools, colleges, and 

departments depending on how they use this information and where it is displayed.  To ease the 

rollout, we are developing a process for the campus to make suggestions on the way that personal 

pronoun, prefix, and preferred name are used in a system that they utilize. We will also remind the 

campus that for concerns or feedback on pronoun, gender, or preferred name use at Syracuse 

University they can reach out via the pgpnac@syr.edu e-mail.  

We also plan to hold a meeting with University Ombudsman, Neal Powless, and Dean of 

Students, Marianne Thomson, at the end of May to discuss opportunities for collaboration as we 

launch our education/training and communication strategy over the 2019-20 academic year.  
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